Helping You…
Aspire & Achieve
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Hello,
I’m Craig Harrison…and I help professionals express their excellence — in sales and service,
as communicators and leaders.
Let me train your employees, build their skills, instill them with confidence and help them aspire and
achieve greatness.
As a speaker, trainer, consultant, author and coach, this is what I do: help organizations express
their sales and service excellence.
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖

Do your employees experience The Sixteen Second Success with their elevator pitches?
Are they selling from winning scripts as they Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls?
Do they Story Tell, Story Sell to sell more persuasively?
Are they mastering The Tao of Networking at trade shows, conventions and in networking scenarios?

Under my tutelage your sales force, service department, call center or other department will excel at
sales, teamwork and communication. They will also learn to Bypass Gatekeepers to Close Decision Makers,
Become Improv-Masters and master Listening — The Forgotten Communication Skill.
Whether your professionals are in health care, hospitality, high-tech and other fields, in Fortune 500
companies or start-ups, with non-profits or an association, I’ll help them boost sales, improve internal
teamwork and morale, and create more harmonious workplaces through my training and coaching.
The photos you see are from my trainings and keynotes where we focus on sales and marketing,
networking and teamwork, presentation skill-building and related topics.
Find out what the GSA, US Army, Pfizer, Clorox, HLC Home Loans Canada, Wilson Sporting Goods,
Chevron, SGMP, NACE, NAPO, eWomenNetwork, BNI, Hilton Hotels, SF-CVB, MPI, CalSAE, UC Santa Cruz
of Silicon Valley, HSMAI and others know: Craig Harrison’s Expressions Of Excellence!™ trainings ROCK!
Trainings are interactive, fast-paced and fun. Through stories, role-plays and interactive exercises derived
from real life scenarios, we brainstorm and problem solve, create and refine processes and employ best
practices to sharpen our sales and marketing orientation and ability to communicate for success.
Please peruse the rest of this brochure to gain a better understanding of the types of programs I offer.
I have also included past published articles of mine to give you a feel for the content found in my
programs. As well, I am skilled at customizing, tailoring my materials to your values, needs and campaigns.
My website contains dozens of sales and marketing articles, reference letters from satisfied clients
and supplemental sales and service material. Whether you seek programs on sales, customer service,
leadership, teambuilding or various aspects of workplace communication, I have solutions for you!
I look forward to partnering with you to help your organization Express Its Excellence.
Craig Harrison
Founder and Chief Expressionist, Expressions of Excellence!™

Craig
Harrison’s
Popular Sales
Presentations
Your Sixteen Second Success…The Elevator Speech!
Break the ice, build rapport, uncover needs and sell your products or service
in the time it takes to ride an elevator with a stranger…with your Elevator
Speech. Get asked questions, position yourself and extend your sphere of
influence with your elevator speech.

•
•
•
•
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Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls
Whether you’re selling a product, service or yourself, learn to bypass
gatekeepers, reach decision makers, showcase your unique selling
proposition and handle objections as you close more sales with your cold
calling script. Also learn to create a cold calling toolkit, up-sell and crosssell with confidence. It's your call!

Past
Chairman,
NAT’L
SPEAKERS
ASSOC. SALES
PROF. GROUP
FOUNDER
STORYTELLERS
PEG OF NSA

Sales Through Storytelling: Story Tell, Story Sell
Leverage the power of storytelling to powerfully sell you products and
services. Take past successes and share them using Craig's simple
storytelling format. Your memorable stories will resonate emotionally with
listeners, showcase qualities, skills, experience and values, and lead to more
sales!

Past President
Int’l Customer
Service Assoc.
for the SF Bay
Area &
Silicon Valley

Jest Practices!
A Best Practices for Humor in the Workplace
Raise your department, team or organization's humor quotient and watch
the benefits accrue! Increase productivity, enhance team building, encourage
creativity and improve workplace esprit de corps. Let Craig teach you best
practices for humor in the workplace. No kidding! This program is FUN!

Past
President
National
Speakers
Association,
Northern
California
Chapter

www.expressionsofexcellence.com/sales_communication.html

Meet Strangers…Network Professionally…
Position Yourself…Extend Your Sphere of Influence...
all in the time it takes to ride an elevator!
Sixteen seconds is all the time it takes — and
often all the time you get — to make a favorable
first impression. That’s the average time spent
with a stranger in an elevator.
Learn how to develop your ‘elevator’ speech to
effectively introduce yourself and your business,
products and services to prospects. Develop your
sixteen-second sound bite for use indoors and
out, in work, social or interpersonal settings!
In a world in which we’re all
competing for peoples’ attention, an
elevator speech can whet strangers’
appetites, showcase your unique
selling propositions and let the listener
know of your relevance to them.
Let yours be an expression of you!

Push All
The Right
Buttons!

How the Presentation is Delivered
Participants de-construct effective elevator
speeches before constructing their own. They
identify what makes their product, service
or affiliation unique and learn to cast their
profession or job title to emphasize their special
qualities. Next they sell themselves in sixteen seconds,
presenting their elevator speeches to a variety of
others…as the clock ticks.
About Your Presenter
Communications expert Craig Harrison has
helped thousands express their excellence. A past
president of the National Speakers Association
— N. California chapter, and author of the popular tips booklet Your Sixteen Second Success, Craig
currently trains executives, entrepreneurs, consultants, sales and marketing staffs and others to
effectively bask in their sixteen seconds of fame.
Even Business Week magazine recognizes Craig
Harrison as the expert on elevator speeches!

Learning Objectives
▶ Understanding Image and Presentation Skills
▶ How to Speak the Language of Benefits to Others

PO Box 5965 Berkeley, CA 94705-0965

▶ Recasting Your Occupation’s Title for Maximum Effect

(510) 547-0664 Direct

▶ Qualifying Your Listeners Through Asking Questions

Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

▶ Identifying Your Uniqueness/Competitive Advantage

www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

Take the Chill
Out of Cold Calls
with Craig Harrison

UNLESS you are an experienced salesperson,
“cold calling” — the act of calling up or calling on
a stranger — can be a foreboding or even
humiliating experience.
Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls demystifies
the dance of cold calling. Participants
learn the basics of cold calling, the
subtleties and nuances of experts,
and then get hands-on experience in
making (and receiving) cold calls.
Whether you’re selling a product, service
or yourself, Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls
provides you with an understanding
of the nuts and bolts of cold calling,
and the psychology behind this
essential form of communication.
Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls also arms you
with tangible tips, tricks and techniques for
consistently communicating your position, thus
helping you make the sale.
Learning Objectives
 Adopt your calling persona to effectively

state your case on the phone or in person

How the Presentation is Delivered
Role plays, scripts and a Q&A segments all
augment Craig’s presentation. By the
presentation’s end, participants will walk
away with their own script, the beginnings of
their cold calling tool kit, and, most importantly,
the confidence to call!
Craig’s training has helped professionals in
banking, communications, high-tech, hospitality
and other fields, and has worked effectively for
new and shy salespeople, the self-employed, startups, entrepreneurs, non-profits and other groups.
About Your Presenter
Shy by nature, Craig Harrison has nevertheless
sold everything from jewelry to joke books to
‘biscuits-in-a-basket’ using basic cold calling
techniques. A San Francisco Bay Area-based
sales communication expert, Craig has plied his
skills in the training departments of software
companies, publishing houses and non-profits. He
was 2004-05 president of the National Speakers
Association’s Northern California chapter and a
past chairman of NSA’s Sales Trainers PEG.P

 Develop your calling script
 Circumvent gatekeepers to reach decision makers
 9 Strategies for handling dommon

objections: Getting beyond “No” to “Yes”
 Learn to employ listening techniques

to leverage your selling power
 Creating your Cold Caller’s Tool Kit

P.O. Box 5965, Berkeley, CA 94705-0965
Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com
(510) 547-0664 Direct

“Once
Upon a Job…”

Sales Through Storytelling:

Story Tell, Story Sell

“It reminds
me of a recent
client…”

Harnessing the Power of Storytelling
To Sell Your Consulting Services,
Skills And Products
One of the most powerful ways to connect
with prospects, customers, clients, colleagues,
co-workers and others is through storytelling.
As humans we’re hard-wired for stories. We’re
conditioned to respond to them…and we do!
Why Stories Work
Stories resonate with listeners. They allow
the listener to connect emotionally with the
storyteller. Listeners hear themselves in the stories
they are told. Best yet, stories are memorable.
Facts and figures are forgettable. A good story is
remembered and retold. And here’s a secret: you
have a storied past!
Success Stories Sell
“Success” stories succinctly showcase your skills,
past accomplishments, values and style. Through
your story, a listener can easily gauge your
professionalism, confidence level and acuity, and
so much more. As a result, they like, trust and buy
from you!
Learning Objectives
▶ Use Craig’s Setting-Situation-Solution

telling format

▶ Mine your past for “success” stories
▶ Learn to tap universal themes through your stories
▶ Receive tips, coaching and practice telling yours

How the Presentation is Delivered
Participants take past accomplishments and tell
the story behind them, using Craig’s format and
template. Craig shares sample stories to showcase
multiple qualities and helps each attendee craft
theirs. An extensive worksheet assists attendees in
inventorying skills, developing and then delivering
their stories live!
About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison has been telling stories since he
went door-to-door at age eleven selling Recycled
Jokes. He’s told stories in China, Jonesborough,
Tenessee and throughout North America.
The founder and principal of the training firm
Expressions of Excellence!™, Craig is a past
vice-chair of the Storytelling Association of
California, founder of the National Speakers
Association’s Storytellers Professional Emphasis
Group (PEG) and past president of the NSA’s
Northern California chapter.
Craig’s articles and stories have appeared
in Storytelling, Storyline, Transaction World
and Toastmaster magazines, and he’s helped
corporations, government agencies, associations
and non-profits tell success stories to win
contracts, jobs, promotions and more.
Let Craig will help your group tell their stories
with signature style and ease.

Photo by Julie Brown.

This article appeared in the Sunday, June 11, 2000 edition of the San Francisco Examiner

Laugh and the Work World Laughs With You!
Many of today's work environments
are rife with moody bosses and coworkers, repetitive tasks and
unpredictable market pressures. Stress
abounds. Managers often tell me they
can’t afford the time or cost for humor
workshops; how can they afford not to
address workplace stress.
We know clinically that laughter and
play have medicinal qualities, offering
physical, psychological and physiological
benefits as well. In the workplace,
humor and fun can increase
productivity, encourage creativity,
enhance team building, and thus
improve esprit de corps.
While we may not be able to control
everything that happens to us in our
jobs and work environments, we do
have control over how we choose to
react. I coach others how to create an
environment which is safe and friendly,
and use humor to help maintain a
healthy balance between the pressure
and seriousness which comes from high
stakes jobs and a competitive
marketplace. Remember that humor
starts from within. Being able to laugh
at your own foibles goes a long way
toward creating a healthy work climate
in which to flourish.
The following are activities and
strategies for you as individuals,
workgroups and managers. Be creative
and use these ideas to stimulate your
own remedies to workplace stress.
•

Adorn your work area with cartoons,
headlines or funny photos which
bring a smile to your face and
visiting co-workers'. Whether you're
surrounded by your favorite Pez
dispensers childhood, or wry
cartoons that speak to your tastes, let
your work area comfort and humor
you while taking some of the edge
off the standard office decor.

•

Tap a co-worker to be your humorpartner. Bring a daily joke to share.
Commiserate about funny workplace
events. Keep each other buoyed with
good cheer. When the chips are
down your humor partner can chip
away at your depression, and vice
versa.

•

Don't think cubicles limit your
humor options. I've seen shower
curtains, umbrellas and other devices
used effectively to set a light or semiserious tone. For some, creativity
flourishes behind their cubicle's
shower curtain. People tampering
with your work area? Don't get
angry…protect it with yellow "Crime
Scene" tape!

•

Subscribe to a humor website to be
e-mailed a free daily or weekly
humorous story, joke and anecdote.
Sites such as www.netfunny.com/rhf/
or www.oraclehumor.com/ are two
examples.

Are You Laughin'' At Me? One
manager, known for his moodiness,
acknowledged it with a "Mood-OMeter" outside his door. Both he and
his employees took turns forecasting his
mood: from fire-breathing to variable
clouds to periodic eruptions…proceed
at your own risk. Don't underestimate
the power of self-effacing humor for
making yourself more accessible and
liked.
Room for Laughter. Some companies
designate a room, work area or corner of
their office as a romper room, where
frolicking and silliness is allowed.
Whether yours has a punching bag,
games, a dartboard or foosball, it's a
room for letting off steam and taking a
break from the grind.
Whine Not. Everyone loathes
whiners yet we all need to blow off
steam periodically. One group of
creative trainers and their manager
decreed Thursdays to be effective
whining days. They self-policed
themselves the rest of the week, making
sure not to whine. Yet even their
Thursday gripes had a departmental
sanction and somehow seemed
healthier. After all, they belly ached
together. A ripple effect actually
improved the morale of departments
adjacent to theirs!
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Meting Out Humor. Many
professionals approach meetings with
trepidation. A dash of humor can make
a difference. For regular meetings
earmark one or two minutes each
meeting for a humorous interlude. In
one workgroup a "humor hand" rotates
from meeting to meeting. Employees
take turns setting a lighter tone to the
meeting, insuring everybody is engaged.
An anecdote, verbal or physical activity
focuses the group on the task at hand
and brings colleagues together in a spirit
of fun.
When not to use Humor. Not all
humor is good humor. Humor that
hurts, ostracizes or is cruel will have a
detrimental effect on others and you.
Strive for humor that is inclusive,
creative and captures our human
essence. By now you know that sexist,
racist, ageist jokes and crude humor are
not only inappropriate, but can lead to
sanctions, termination or even lawsuits.
Be sensitive when telling jokes involving
terminations, RIFs and personal
tragedies. Their hurt can linger long
after the fact. . When in doubt…leave it
out!
Appropriate humor can make hard
tasks easier, collaborations fun and
certainly make workdays go faster.
Laugh, and the work world laughs with
you!
Craig Harrison, a professional speaker,
corporate trainer and communication
coach, uses humor to improve workplace
communication and teamwork. Contact
him at (510) 547-0664 or e-mail him at
craig@laughlovers.us.

Craig@LaughLovers.us

(510) 547-0664

Jest Practices:
H u m o r i n t h e Wo r k p l a c e !
Craig Harrison

What one essential ingredient
can increase productivity, enhance team building,
encourage creativity and improve esprit de corps
in the workplace? You guessed it…HUMOR!
Humor has physiological, psychological and
practical benefits. It helps us clear our heads,
stimulate mentation, and entertain ourselves and
our co-workers. It makes hard tasks easier and
actually creates an environment conducive to
success. Just as an apple a day keeps the doctor
away, so too does a fun environment keep a
workforce happy and healthy. It’s no coincidence
that when the humor quotient rises the absentee
rate declines and retention rates rally.
Jest Practices shows you how to introduce fun,
laughter and appropriate humor into your work
environment. It helps you recognize and value
your own humorous side, while also facilitating
teamwork and the appreciation of others. Learn
from the Jest Practices of other successful
organizations too.
Learning Objectives


Learn five ways to enliven your work
environment



Discover six methods of invigorating
meetings with humor to engage participants



Develop daily practices for loosening up
at and beyond work



Glean techniques for breaking out of ruts



Differentiate between humor’s use as a shield,
a sword and a bridge

How The Presentation is Delivered
Examples, worksheets, role plays, improv games
and anecdotal stories all help audience members
appreciate ways of utilizing humor to help relieve
stress, relate better to co-workers and maintain
equilibrium in pressure situations.
About Your Presenter
Since the age of eleven when he went doorto-door selling “Used Jokes,” Craig has been
employing humor to entertain and educate his
audiences to express their excellence. In 2003
Craig founded www.LaughLovers.us in the SF
Bay Area to promote humor in the
workplace. it inspired similar groups
across the US and in Shanghai!
In 2004-05 Craig served as president
of the National Speakers Association’s Northern
California chapter.
Today Harrison trains and coaches professionals
in high-tech, banking, medical and other fields to
not only communicate with confidence and clarity,
but with levity too!
Let him enliven your workgroup or audience to
help them express their excellence.
To read some of Craig’s
humorous stories and articles
on humor visit this link:
www.ExpressionsOf
Excellence.com/
articles.html#Humor

Craig
Harrison’s
Popular Sales
Presentations

Presenting…You! Presentation Skills for Professionals
Many intelligent professionals are suddenly reduced to nerves and
numbness when pressed to make a formal presentation. Add presentation
and public speaking skills to your communication portfolio. Learn powerful
openings, ways of connecting, how to build rapport and persuade with
confidence. Understand gestures, body language and closing skills!

Bypassing Gatekeepers to Close Decision-Makers
Are you blocked at the gate by gatekeepers intent on keeping you at bay
from decision-makers? Learn how to bypass, leverage and enlist gatekeepers
to champion you to success. Close more sales by getting directly to those
with the power to say yes. Craig teaches you how to bypass gatekeepers on
the phone and in person on your way to closing more sales.

•
•
•
•

Speaker
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Coach
Consultant
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The Tao of Networking
Is Networking not working for you? It's not the number of events you attend
or volume of business cards you collect. Learn to avoid common mistakes all
networkers make and employ the Tao of networking to extend your sphere
of influence through consciously connecting with others.

Past President
INTERNATIONAL
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
ASSOCIATION
for the SF Bay
Area &
Silicon Valley

Listening: The Forgotten Communication Skill
Miscommunication as a result of poor listening skills costs millions of
dollars and countless hours of wasted time. Have we gotten your attention
yet? Learn about listening vs. hearing, uncover the meta-message in
communications and learn how gender and other variables alter listening
skills. Learn to become a powerful listener.

Past
President
NATIONAL
SPEAKERS
ASSOCIATION,
Northern
California
Chapter

Presenting…You!

Professional Coaching To Help You
Speak and Lead With Confidence!
You’ve dreaded this day all your life!
So you have to make a presentation… fear not,
fret not, for success is within your grasp!
Many intelligent, well-spoken professionals are
reduced to nerves and numbness when pressed to
make a formal or public presentation.
Presentation skills are an acquired skill. With
training, coaching and practice you can connect
with your audience and communicate with impact.
Why not add excellent presentation and public
speaking skills to your communication portfolio?
Presentations take many forms: executive briefings, sales rallies, staff meetings, town and association meetings, mixers and special events. Learn to
tailor your presentation to your audience, environment, theme and objectives of each situation! You
can motivate, educate, inspire and persuade, and
even be yourself! Coach Craig show you how!
Learning Objectives
 Seven dynamic openings to capture
an audience’s attention
 Methods to convey sincerity and earnestness
 Structures for writing powerful speeches
 How to involve and engage your audience
 Using facial expressions and body gestures to enhance
your message
 Avoiding “Death By Powerpoint” — all about visual aids
 Handling difficult questions and questioners adeptly
 Tips for handling impromptu speaking situations
 Mastering TED Talks, Pecha Kucha other new formats

How The Coaching is Delivered
You speak, Craig coaches. We will
script, rehearse, videotape, review and
hone your presentations for maximum impact.
About Your Coach
The 2004-05 president of the
Natio nal Speakers Asso ci atio n’s
Northern California chapter, and founder, former
dean of its Speakers Acad emy, Craig Harrison has
literally helped thousands to speak better!
Chairpeople of boards, directors, managers,
supervisors, consultants, coaches, salespeople and
business owners have all benefited from Craig’s
coaching, including executives, politicians and
professional athletes.
Craig’s articles on speechmaking,
communication, leadership and presentation
skills have been published in magazines, journals
and newspapers worldwide, including Selling
Power, Executive Excellence, Speaker, Toastmaster,
Professional Communicator and many more
publications. He’s also been interviewed by
60 Minutes, profiled in the Wall St. Journal,
interviewed by BBC Radio and quoted by Business
Week.
When not coaching, Craig speaks to and trains
a multitude of professionals and companies
worldwide. Among his clients: Wells Fargo, Pfizer,
United Airlines, Hilton Hotels, Hitachi, Staples,
US Army, KPMG, HLC Home Loans, nolo.com,
Universities of California, GSA, DOE, MPI,
CalSAE, IEEE, BNI, eWomenNetwork, NAPO,
NACE, PATCA, NSA and many more.

Don’t

get

Blocked At

the

Gate:

Bypassing Gatekeepers
To Close
Decision-Makers!
Does it sometimes feel as though decisionmakers are living in a gated community to
which you are missing the key? More and more,
decision makers are protected by gatekeepers of
all types: executive and administrative assistants,
telephone operators, voice mail and caller ID.
This program fortifies you with techniques,
strategies and actual phraseology for bypassing,
enlisting and enrolling gatekeepers to advocate
and champion your cause to decision-makers.
Strategies for Sales Success
This informative program helps attendees
identify who they are, how to position themselves
and how to call — on the phone and in person
— to connect with decision-makers. It addresses
what to do, and what not to do, to reach and
close decision-makers.
Learning Objectives
▶

Learn numerous tips to turn gatekeepers
into allies

▶

Leverage humor, creativity and topicality to
stand apart from others and connect

▶

Understand the role of pre-call research and
power of inquiry to gather key information

▶

Utilize the power of politeness to bond

▶

Avoid nine common pitfalls that alienate
listeners and thwart your sales efforts.

How the Presentation is Delivered
This interactive session engages participants
in role plays where they actually make calls to
each other to practice bypassing, engaging and
enlisting gatekeepers and building rapport with
decision-makers.
Craig’s stories, instructions, and live coaching
help participants immediately replicate skills
taught to internalize their learning.
Whether you are a salesperson or not, a jobseeker or excessively shy, this program will teach
you skills, give you confidence and even help
you develop a script to speak with poise and
assuredness.
About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison founded
Expressions of Excellence!™ to provide sales and
service solutions through speaking. He is a past
president of the National Speakers Association’s
Northern California chapter, has been profiled in
the Wall Street Journal, interviewed by BBC Radio,
quoted by Selling Power magazine, and published
extensively on sales topics.
Craig has delivered sales training to
professionals worldwide, training sales forces,
call centers, job seekers and other groups of
professionals to navigate gatekeepers on their way
to reaching and closing decision-makers.

510/547-0664 or
Sales@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com.

Craig’s workbook and worksheets
help you master strategies to
bypass gatekeepers and close
decision-makers!

Sharpening Your

Listening Skills
Contrary to popular opinion, the key to

How This Presentation Is Delivered

communication is not what you say, but what you
hear. Listening skills, not speaking skills, hold the key
to your success. How does that sound to you?
Miscommunication as a result of poor listening skills
costs millions of dollars, countless hours of wasted time,
and even the lives of others. Have I gotten your attention
yet?
Author George Bernard Shaw opined
that “the biggest problem with
communication is the illusion
that it has taken place.” How do you
know others hear your message?
Are you hearing theirs? How well is listening valued in
your organization?

Learning Objectives
LISTENING isn’t a passive skill. It takes intention,
concentration and practice. Yet its benefits are
tangible: greater productivity, improved teamwork, less
dissension, higher retention and much much more.
In this program you will:

Role plays, scripts, stories, fun assessments and exercises all make this training fun, interactive and replicable.

About Your Presenter
Craig Har r iso n founded Expr ess io ns
of Excellence!™ to help professionals
enhance their communication and
leadership skills. Through dynamic keynotes, interactive
training, consulting, coaching and special events Craig
inspires and motivates professionals to shine. Results are
immediate and lasting too.
Craig is past president of Northern California
chapters of the Inter natio nal Cust omer Ser vice
Asso ci atio n and the Natio nal Speakers
Asso ci atio n. His clients include United Air lines ,
Pfizer , Wilso n Spor ting Goods, Che vr on, Cl or ox,
no l o pr ess, Hil t on Hotels, GSA, HSMAI, SGMP,
MPI, CalSAE, CIBC/HLC, US Army and KPMG.
Craig is the author of
Stellar Service! and the pocket
book Cultivating the Leader In You!
He also designed and teaches a
popular graduate course on
listening, as well as related courses on
workplace communication skills, credibility
and persuasion skills.

 Learn the difference between hearing and listening
 Become expert at active listening
 Uncover meta-messages embedded within each message
 Understand gender differences in communication styles
 Enhance your stature with peers as a powerful listener
 Master listening skills in meeting situations

International
Customer Service
Association

Listening
The ForgoTTen
CommuniCaTion Skill

His articles and columns have appeared
in Support World, Transaction World,
Executive Excellence and Customer Service.

He’s also been profiled in the Wall Str ee t Jour nal ,
quoted by Business Week and Real Simple, interviewed
by BBC Rad io, the SF Chronicle and Orange County
Register.
Invest in your listening skills today!

The Tao

of

Networking:

When Networking
Isn’t Working For You!
9 Mistakes

26 Networking
NETWORKING IS NOT about who collects the
most business cards, attends the most events or
has the largest database. True networking isn’t
about you. It’s about both of you! It’s about how
you create win-wins with those you network
with. Done well, you grow your business as you
generate powerful referrals that develop into
long-term relationships with clients, colleagues
and others you’re networked with.
The Net Effect...Business Growth
Grow your business through effective
networking: with clients, colleagues and strangers
you meet at conferences and conventions and
wherever you gather! Build trust, confidence
and visibility as a professional through focused
networking in a conscious manner.
Learning Objectives
▶

Avoid the nine most common networking
mistakes of the self-centered, insincere and
out-of-integrity set;

▶

Leverage elevator speeches, tag lines and
“success” stories to stand out from the crowd;

▶

Employ the power of inquiry: use key
questions and compliments to draw out,
qualify and warm others in conversation;

▶

Understand the Tao of Networking;

▶

Learn to speak the language of Benefits,
Outcomes and Solutions (instead of Features).

Avoid &
Tips from A
to

to

Z

How the Presentation is Delivered
This fast-paced session employs interactive
interludes where participants incorporate just
taught techniques as they network within the
room!
Participants become fluent at introducing
themselves to strangers, and strangers to third
parties. They also build confidence in finding
commonalities, making small talk, disrngaging
politely and changing the subject to avoid
particular topics, take the conversation deeper or
alternately, lighten it as appropriate.
Using Craig’s instructions, stories and live
coaching, participants replicate skills taught on
the spot as they network for success through
simulated networking events.
About Your Presenter
Craig Harrison has trained Chambers of
Commerce, Convention and Visitor’s Bureaus,
hospitality, sales and entrepreneurial organizations
on effective networking techniques.
A past president of the National Speakers
Association’s Northern California chapter,
Harrison has been profiled in the Wall Street
Journal, interviewed by BBC Radio and published
by the San Francisco Chronicle and numerous
publications worldwide on various aspects of
effective networking.

Craig
Harrison’s
Popular
Storytelling
Presentations
Sales Through Storytelling!
Story Tell, Story Sell
Leverage the power of storytelling to powerfully sell your products and
services. Share past successes using Craig's simple storytelling format. Your
memorable stories will resonate emotionally with listeners, showcase
qualities, skills, experience and values, and lead to more sales!

The Leader As Storyteller!
Learn to use stories to lead, inspire and mobilize your organization to
success. Whether you tell creation stories about the origins of your
company, use cautionary tales, “just so” stories, or powerful personal stories
of sacrifice, ingenuity and creativity to inculcate values, you will open hearts
and mind in new ways through the power of parables and other stories.

•
•
•
•

Speaker
Trainer
Coach
Consultant
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USA
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Prospecting Your Past for Hidden Story Treasures
Discover past personal stories you can polish and share with others to teach,
inspire and entertain. Uncover “homegrown” humor from your own life,
look with new eyes at disappointments, missteps and mishaps, and even
tragedy (which, over time may turn into comedy). Explore the universal
values, lessons and learning points embedded in your own personal stories.

Past President
INTERNATIONAL
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
ASSOCIATION
for the SF Bay
Area &
Silicon Valley

Become An Improv-Master
Harness the power of Improvisation (AKA "Improv") to unleash
creativity, sharpen listening, build rapport, deepen trust and team with
success. Learn to accept the offer, replace Yes, but with Yes, AND, and help
your partner look good in this interactive program full of fun games done as
a group, in dyads and triads. It’s time you act in the moment!

Past
President
NATIONAL
SPEAKERS
ASSOCIATION,
Northern
California
Chapter

www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com for more resources.

Become An Improv-Master
Leveraging Improvisational Techniques
for Workplace Success!
WHAT IS LIFE IF NOT A SERIES OF
IMPROVisational situation s?
How we improvise — when flights are cancelled,
roads are closed, budgets are slashed or
equipment breaks — spells our success or failure.
Wouldn't you like to gain confidence in your
ability to create, adapt, and employ flexibility
through a series of fun, educational
improvisational activities.
Improv games help
you improve critical
thinking, tap your
own creativity, build
trust with others,
sharpen your listening skills and so much more!
Learning Objectives
 Learn to generate new ideas with "Yes…and"
thinking
 Experience the joys of brainstorming
 Sharpen your powers of observation
 Co-create new possibilities for your
workgroup, organization or campaign
 Build trust through teamwork
 Help your partner look good;
Create win-win situations
 Embrace the power of suggestion

How The Presentation is Delivered
This highly interactive program uses short, fun
improv games to engage and explore. Debriefs
after each activity help participants deconstruct
what happened and recognize the transferable
nature of the skills being developed.
				
While participants are
				
"always at choice" and don't
				
have to engage, the fun
				
atmosphere and positive
				
feedback lets everyone
experience the sweet taste of success.
Games range from collective storytelling for
visioning to dyad and triad activities that tap into
peoples' creativity and sense of adventure.
Participants are encouraged to "make mistakes"
and rewarded for participating. A fun and safe
environment where judgment is suspended helps
people forget about "looking good" and instead go
with the flow. Successes are achieved individually
and collectively.
About Your Presenter
Trainer Craig Harrison has been using improv
games, extemporaneous speaking activities and
interactivity with clients for the past twenty years.
His improv programs help people in sales and
service to be better leaders and team members,
inspire resource-strapped managers and support
teachers of many ages to connect and create with
fellow colleagues, co-workers and customers.
How about you?

When You Hire CRAIG HARRISON…

Craig Harrison

Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

(510) 547-0664

What’s In the Package?
A Commitment to Excellence
Craig partners with you to create the best possible experience for your
audience. From first contact, we make sure Craig’s the right speaker for
your company. If not, he’s happy to refer you to colleagues who present a better fit.
Assuming Craig’s the right speaker, what’s the right program? Craig has many. His detailed
descriptions describe benefits, style, experience and qualifications to help you make the best
determination. The enclosed promotional material, including references and a description
of his creative handouts, gives you a better understanding of what he delivers.
A Sincere Focus on the Needs of Your Audience
Craig identifies your audience’s needs and customizes accordingly, using a company profile,
pre-surveys from audience members, and discussions with you and key players, many times onsite.
Advanced PR
Craig provides you with all the ‘copy’ you need to promote, advertise and inform others
of his appearance. Sample articles, quotes from other clients, photos and even sound/video clips, can
set the stage for his appearance. Craig can contribute items to pre-event newsletters, printed programs,
and communiques. Need photos or electronic files? Consider it done!
Day of Event
Craig is available to arrive early and stay beyond his presentation, give interviews, pose for photos,
present awards and recognize others, or meet one-on-one with selected individuals.
Often, when giving a keynote, Craig can be booked for multiple programs in the same day.
Follow Up
By providing Craig with candid feedback, he can make sure that your needs have been met. End of
program evaluation forms are used, and follow-up calls are placed with you, to confirm complete
satisfaction and the meeting of all objectives.
Building A Relationship
Craig seeks your return business, whether through speaking, training, consulting or
coaching. Craig wishes to partner in your success, helping you Aspire & Achieve!

National Speakers Association (NSA)

Craig Harrison Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

www. ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

(510) 547-0664

Code of Professional Ethics
To establish and maintain public confidence in the professionalism, honesty, ability
and integrity of the professional speaker is fundamental to the future success of the
National Speakers Association, its members, and the profession of speaking.
To this end, members of the Association have adopted and, as a condition of membership,
subscribe to this Code of Professional Ethics. By doing so, the members give notice that they
recognize the vital need to preserve and encourage fair and equitable practices among all
who are engaged in the profession of speaking. As a member of the NSA I pledge to:


Accurately represent qualifications and experience in both oral and written communications.



Act, operate my business, and speak on a high professional level so as to neither offend nor bring
discredit to the speaking profession.



Comply with the standards of NSA as set forth in its bylaws and this Code of Professional Ethics.



Exert diligence to understand the client’s organization, approaches and goals in advance of the
presentation.



Avoid using materials, titles and thematic creations originated by others, either orally or in
writing, unless approved by the originator.



Treat other speakers with professional courtesy, dignity and respect.



Maintain and respect the confidentiality of business or personal affairs of clients, agents and other
speakers.



Protect the public against fraud or unfair practices and shall attempt to eliminate from the
speaking profession all practices which bring discredit to the profession.



Not be a party to any agreement to unfairly limit or restrain access to the marketplace by any
other speaker, client or to the public, based upon economic factors, race, creed, color, sex, age,
disability or country of national origin of another speaker.

Members of the National Speakers Association are dedicated individuals sincerely concerned with
the interests of all who come in contact with the profession. To this end, NSA members subscribe to
this Professional Pledge:


We pledge ourselves to honesty and integrity; to pursue my profession and education to the end
that service to my clients shall always be maintained at the highest possible level.



We pledge ourselves to seek and maintain an equitable, honorable and cooperative
association with fellow members of the Association and with all others who may become a part of
my business and professional life.



We pledge ourselves to comply with the standards of the National Speakers Association
as set forth in its Bylaws and this Code of Professional Ethics.

Craig Harrison has been
profiled in the Wall Street
Journal, quoted by Business
Week, Selling Power, The
Financial Times, Bottom Line,
Benefits Selling and the
Orange County Register. He
has been interviewed by
60 Minutes, BBC Radio and
RTE Radio1, and his articles
have been published in the
San Francisco Chronicle,
Support World, Professional
Speaker, Toastmaster,
Executive Excellence, Speaker,
Customer Service Newsletter,
Customer Communicator, and
numerous publications
worldwide.
The author of four books, Craig
brings a decade of high-tech and
management experience, and
extensive community and non-profit savvy to you. Well traveled and
well spoken, Craig helps your professionals adeptly express their
excellence.

Clients Include
AT&T
California Soc. of Account Executives
CompUSA
General Services Admin. (GSA)
Go Green Initiative Association
Habitat for Humanity
HLC Home Loans Canada/CIBC
Hilton Hotels
Hitachi America
IKON Office Solutions
KPMG
Meeting Professionals International
National Assoc. of Catering Executives
Nat'l Association of Prof. Organizers
Nolo Press
Pfizer
San Jose (CA) Unified School Dist.
Society of Gov't Meeting Professionals
Staples
United Airlines
University of California
at Santa Cruz, SF and Davis
US Army

Craig Harrison’s
Expressions of Excellence!™
PO Box 5965
Berkeley, CA 94705-0965 USA
Direct (510) 547-0664
Craig@ExpressionsOfExcellence.com
www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com

When you hire Craig Harrison …

What’s in the package

Y

ou get a consummate professional who arrives
early, leaves late and is your partner throughout
your event.
Craig delivers inspirational and humorous keynotes and content-laden training, facilitates
retreats and meetings and emcees myriad
special events. He uses humor, interactivity, storytelling
and instructive role-plays to transform passive recipients
of information into active participants in their own learning and growth. Success is experienced on the spot, and
engrained for lasting impact.
Craig’s Sales programs
• Your Sixteen Second Success: The Elevator Speech
• Take the Chill Out of Cold Calls
• Sales Through Storytelling: Story Tell, Story Sell
• Bypassing Gatekeepers to Close Decision Makers
Craig’s Service programs - Visit www.VoiceOfCustomerService.com
• The Voice of Customer Service — Phone Support for CSRs & TSRs
• Turn Customer Service Inside Out (Internal Customer Service)
• Dealing With Difficult Questions and Questioners
• Expressions of Excellence — The Case for Quality
Craig’s Workplace Communication programs
• Improve your Workplace Communication Quotient
• Jest Practices: Humor in the Workplace
• Teaming With Success — Teambuilding for Workgroups
• Orchestrating Your Leadership
• Listening — The Forgotten Communication Skill
• Managing Meeting Monsters — Effective Meeting Management

Details on these programs at www.ExpressionsOfExcellence.com
“In today’s corporate environment where employees are seeking leaders with
both vision and integrity, Craig models the way. A speaker with heart,
Craig shows sincere respect for the needs of his audience.”
Marcia M. Griffin, Vice President, BankAmerica’s Speaking Networks

“I was a bit nervous to entertain a representative from the White House
at our event, and I was grateful to have you by my side throughout the
planning phase, as well as on the day of the event. Your willingness to meet
with me multiple times before the engagement made me absolutely certain
that the event would go well. You established a wonderful rapport with the
audience, and made a large banquet hall full of people feel relaxed.
I received tremendously positive feedback that the evening was
enjoyable and memorable.”
Jill Buck, Founder/Executive Director Go Green Initiative Association

“... (A) powerful and exciting presentation. ‘Teaming With Success’ was
received extremely well by our group. Your humor was entertaining and
refreshing. Your style of communication was unique and inspiring.
Everyone left the meeting thinking how they will do things differently
and more professionally.”
Wilson J. Curtis, Customer Service Manager, Wilson Sporting Goods

“We're always looking for ways in which we can improve customer service
and conflict resolution skills. I found your ‘United We Fly’ session to be very
eventful. I especially enjoyed your ‘orchestra’ activity. It was very original,
and really hit home. Thanks, Craig.”
Barb Hitzeroth, Senior Staff Coordinator – Systems Training,
Reservations Planning, World Headquarters, United Airlines

